
Choose a house. Choose a spa break. Choose a car.
Choose money and security. Choose to sell out or stay
true to yourself.

A Fear And Loathing Actor In Dublin, by Irish playwright Mark McAuley,
has its UK premiere this summer. This is fast-paced, high energy, physical theatre
that features Shakespeare monologues re-imagined.

Written in a Beat Generation style, the play follows Vinny over the course of
three weeks in Dublin. He manages to land a role in a play and is approached for
a TV series, but then starts to spiral into drug use, alcohol and debt.

Featuring relatable soul searching, this thought-provoking and energetic play
addresses the challenges faced by artists when confronted with ‘normal’ life
stages, such as becoming a parent, against a backdrop of Ireland’s social and
economic crises and their impact on the cultural scene. A roller coaster snapshot
of the challenges facing Irish artists today.

Mark McAuley plays the struggling Vinny, delivering fast-paced, physical
theatre with stream-of-consciousness dialogue. He has been celebrated for his
roles in TV shows including Vikings and Into the Badlands, as well as short films
Closing Time, Tomorrow and the forthcoming The Break Up.

Accompanying him is Gary Buckley as Inner Vinny. His recent roles include TV
series Vikings, feature film South and short Bad Choices. Lisa Tyrell’s theatre
experience includes: The Kill God, Risk, Absolute Beginners; and films Four Kids
and It (with Michael Caine), Urban Traffik and TV series Ripper Street.

Completing the cast is Fiach Kunz, whose  theatre credits include Extremities
(New Theatre) and King Lear (The Mill Theatre, Dundrum). Kunz also plays a
supporting role in The Anderson Corporation Will Change Your Life, with TV
work including Game of Thrones, Into The Badlands and Resistance.

Lee Wilson (Running With Dinosaurs, Pork, The Eurydice Project) is a well-known
director of Shakespeare in Canada, and has worked at Stratford and Shaw
Festivals. He is currently doing a residency as an Apprentice Artistic Director at
the Gate Theatre in Dublin.

‘A timely wake-up call to audiences to see the bigger picture if we want
creativity and the arts to survive in this increasingly commercial world.’
NearFM
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James Coutts at Loft Productions and Zoology Films on 07510 011 294 /
james@jamescoutts.co.uk

ten word blurb
Struggling actor Vinny discovers he’s to be a dad.

twenty word blurb
Struggling actor Vinny discovers he’s to be a dad. A fast-paced, high energy
exploration of one’s battle with art.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
Struggling actor Vinny discovers he’s to be a dad. Will he follow his dreams,
or get a real job? A fast-paced, high energy performance exploring one’s
existential battle with art and commerce. www.MarkMcAuley.com/afalaid

fringe web blurb
Struggling actor Vinny discovers he’s to be a dad. He’s not quite sure how to
take this. In a fast-paced, high energy rollercoaster of emotions, we follow
Vinny and his demons as he tries to balance his acting dreams with the
growing demands of real life. Will he follow his passion, or get a real job?
Explores the existential battle between with art and commerce through a
sincere and captivating performance. An honest examination at what it
means to be an artist.

author
author display

show website
company website

15:45
advertised start time

Listings Information
Venue               C cubed, Brodie’s Close, Lawnmarket, EH1 2PS, venue 50
Dates               14-26 Aug
Time 15:45 (1hr05)
Ticket prices £9.50-£11.50 / concessions £7.50-£9.50 / under 18s £5.50-£7.50
C venues box office 0131 581 5555 /

www.CtheFestival.com/2019/a-fear-and-loathing-actor-in-dublin
Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com
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Choose a house. Choose a spa break. Choose a car.
Choose money and security. Choose to sell out or stay
true to yourself.

A Fear And Loathing Actor In Dublin, by Irish playwright
Mark McAuley, has its UK premiere this summer. Written in a Beat
Generation style, the play follows Vinny over the course of three
weeks in Dublin. He manages to land a role in a play and is
approached for a TV series, but then starts to spiral into drug use,
alcohol and debt. Featuring relatable soul searching, this
thought-provoking and energetic play addresses the challenges
faced by artists when confronted with ‘normal’ life stages, such as
becoming a parent, against a backdrop of Ireland’s social and
economic crises and their impact on the cultural scene. A roller
coaster snapshot of the challenges facing Irish artists today.

Mark McAuley plays the struggling Vinny, delivering fast-paced,
physical theatre with stream-of-consciousness dialogue. He has
been celebrated for his roles in TV shows including Vikings and Into
the Badlands, as well as short films Closing Time, Tomorrow and the
forthcoming The Break Up. Accompanying him is Gary Buckley as
Inner Vinny. His recent roles include TV series Vikings, feature film
South and short Bad Choices. Lisa Tyrell’s theatre experience
includes: The Kill God, Risk, Absolute Beginners; and films Four Kids
and It (with Michael Caine), Urban Traffik and TV series Ripper
Street. Completing the cast is Fiach Kunz, whose  theatre credits
include Extremities (New Theatre) and King Lear (The Mill Theatre,
Dundrum). Kunz also plays a supporting role in The Anderson
Corporation Will Change Your Life, with TV work including Game
of Thrones, Into The Badlands and Resistance. Lee Wilson
(Running With Dinosaurs, Pork, The Eurydice Project) is a
well-known director of Shakespeare in Canada, and has worked at
Stratford and Shaw Festivals. He is currently doing a residency as an
Apprentice Artistic Director at the Gate Theatre in Dublin.

‘A timely wake-up call to audiences to see the bigger picture
if we want creativity and the arts to survive in this
increasingly commercial world.’ NearFM
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Choose a house. Choose a spa break. Choose a
car. Choose money and security. Choose to sell
out or stay true to yourself.
A roller coaster snapshot of the challenges facing Irish artists today

A Fear And Loathing Actor In Dublin, by Irish playwright Mark McAuley,
has its UK premiere at C Cubed from 14 August. Featuring relatable soul
searching, this thought provoking and energetic play addresses the
challenges faced by artists when confronted with ‘normal’ life stages, such
as becoming a parent.

Mark McAuley, cast as struggling actor Vinny in the performance, is also an
award winning filmmaker. A Fear And Loathing Actor In Dublin
premiered in Dublin in 2018. The production asks if artists can follow their
creative urges and still meet their responsibilities. Written in a raw Beat
Generation style, we follow Vinny over the course of three weeks in Dublin
as he tries to come to terms with impending fatherhood. He goes to a film
casting, lands a role in a play and is approached for a TV series. But Vinny
falls into a spiral of drug use, alcohol and debt.

Celebrated for his roles in TV shows including Vikings and Into the
Badlands, and short films Closing Time, Tomorrow and the forthcoming
The Break Up, in A Fear And Loathing Actor In Dublin McAuley delivers
fast paced, physical theatre with stream of consciousness dialogue. Featuring
Shakespearian monologues, the character Vinny splits into his ‘inner self’
and ‘outer self’ (played by different actors) to highlight the battle raging in
his head at moments of crisis.

Renowned worldwide for its music, literature, theatre and visual arts, Ireland
is facing a cultural crisis. With Irish artists struggling to pay crippling rents
in the country’s capital, a third of which earn less than the minimum wage
and live on the poverty line, emigration to the UK in search of higher
income has become commonplace. A Fear and Loathing Actor In Dublin,word count

company originaldevelopment
The PR for the show is currently drafting the press release. As soon as he has it
I'll send it on.

from copyform

Artist’s existential battle
short blurb

press release venue  cubed
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https://vimeo.com/345914921For further information, images and interview availability please contact James Coutts at

Loft Productions and Zoology Films on 07510 011 294 / james@jamescoutts.co.uk
or the C venues press office on 0131 581 5550 / press@cvenues.com


